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Golf and Thailand

Even the pouring rain that greeted me on my
arrival at Bangkok’s buzzing airport didn’t
dampen my soaring spirits but in what
seemed like no time I was soon on my way
to the magnificent five star St Regis Hotel,
my home for the next four days. Fortunately
any signs of jetlag disappeared as
Bangkok’s exciting assortment of exotic
sights and smells confronted me. This is
where East meets West and where cultures
blend naturally.   

After a quick refreshing shower and change
of clothes I met up with the rest of the group
for our first round of golf at the recently
opened Royal Gems Golf City about an
hour and half’s drive away from the hotel.
Conditions of this newly opened course were
excellent, and the long sweeping fairways,
manicured greens and rows of newly
planted saplings made it a far easier course
than expected although there are plenty of
strategically placed bunkers and hazards to
keep you on your toes. This is definitely a
course that suits all standards 
of golfer and appropriately fitted my 
mood perfectly.

Acclimatizing to the relentless heat and
humidity was a different matter, especially
on the more difficult 6th hole with its large
discretely disguised undulating green
surrounded by water where many a ball is

lost including two of mine! By mid afternoon
the overnight flight and lack of sleep were
taking their toll despite valiant efforts to
finish the course, by the 10th hole I gave in
to the demands of my body and returned to
the palatial air conditioned clubhouse for a
refreshing beer and quiet nap while the rest
of the group continued playing.   

Eager to see as much as I could during my
short stay in Bangkok on the first evening
(and against my better judgement), I joined
the rest of the group for a typical Thai meal
about a twenty minute walk from the hotel
passing en route the famous night markets
and several designated areas where Thais
are able to eat outside in the relative cool of
the humid evening air. Here pavements were
crowded with people peering into the many
kiosks and stalls selling anything from cheap
clothes to cheap food. Needless to say I
found the relentless warm, humid night air,
and noisey crowded streets exhausting if not
somewhat overwhelming which takes time
to get used to.  

Fortunately most of the next day was spent
visiting some of Bangkok famous cultural
and historic monuments including the
legendary Emerald Buddha and shopping in
one of the many enormous indoor markets.
But the highlight of the day was without a
doubt the revitalising and invigorating Thai

massage at the nearby Medical Spa
Centre that left me with that wonderful
glowing but healthy tired feeling. 

The following day we left early to play at the
well-established Royal Thai Golf Club less
than a couple of hour’s drive from the hotel.
This club first opened in 1996 and its
unusual design soon attracted golfers from
all over the world impressed by its unique
layout and vast range of challenges. 

A year later the Asian Honda Classic was
held here and won by Tiger Woods whose
name is now synonymous with golf in
Thailand. A wooden and bronze plaque
commemorates his famous 325 yard drive
on the first tee.  

Caddies in Asian countries are ‘de rigueur’
and in Thailand mostly delightful Thai ladies
all clad from head to toe in similar coloured
outfits including Safari type hats to protect
them from the fierce heat. 

Most speak English and have a reasonable
knowledge of golf terms but of course it is
their intimate knowledge of the course that is
invaluable particularly when faced with tricky
blind shots. Altogether I found this course
quite tough in parts and full of hidden
challenges it was none the less enjoyable if
not a somewhat exhausting 18 holes.  

The next day we were scheduled to fly to
Chang Mai in the Northern territories for
another exciting golfing adventure but that’s
another story.

April Tod

Fact Box
We flew with Thai Air from Heathrow 
www.thaiair.com

Further Contacts
St. Regis Hotel  - Stregis.com/Bangkok
For information on golf courses in and
around Bangkok go to
www.golfasian.com
www.thailandgolfzone

Golf in Thailand has been one of its best kept secrets for
a long time but now golfers from all over the world
have access to spectacular courses across the country.

Surprisingly the game of golf was first played here some
hundred years ago and clearly why it is now a top golf
destination. Overall the country boasts 260 golf courses but
apart from golf there is also its innate beauty, fascinating
culture and intriguing traditions to take into account. It was
with these thoughts in mind that I found myself embarking
on an adventure of a lifetime not only to play golf but also to
visit some of the country’s famous places of interest.     
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